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How did Epworth respond?
> September 2018 – Epworth Voluntary Assisted Dying WG established
> Membership included a broad range of disciplines and representatives
from each Epworth division
> Epworth Board agreed that a service would be available to Epworth
patients
> Service to be available for Epworth patients from July 2019 when the
Act came into force
> Identified the need for an Epworth VAD Coordinator
> Provision of support for the provision of VAD at Epworth commenced
on July 1st 2019
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A model built on Epworth values
Integrity
> Board and executive commitment from the
beginning to support process
> Keeping everyone informed

Respect
> Conscientious objectors
acknowledged and considered
> Staff and doctor preference
> Patient and family choice
> Strong collaboration with palliative care

Community
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> Meet expectations based on the law
> Local support teams

Accountability
> Voluntary Assisted Dying Coordinator
> Polices, protocols and system in place
> Conversation pathways

Compassion
> Provide patients and their families with the
ability to die with dignity at a time of their
choosing
> Staff and doctor debrief process

Excellence
> Epworth model considered best practice in
Victoria
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Began with the Epworth Board
• The Epworth Board agreed in December 2018 that Epworth should support
Epworth patients requesting information and assistance with accessing
voluntary assisted dying in accordance with the Act
• The precise nature of the support that Epworth was going to provide had to
be considered and depended on a range of factors
• Established an Epworth VAD Working Group reporting to the Board and CMO
• Epworth Board released a position statement to provide clarity to the entire
organisation
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Understanding obligations under the Act
• Health services do not have the option of being indifferent to the voluntary
assisted dying legislation – cannot just ‘opt out’
• It is important to ensure that there is a process in place to handle patient
inquiries about voluntary assisted dying so that both patients, their families
and staff are supported
• The provision of information to staff must be carefully developed and
managed to ensure consistency
• Conscientious objection
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Initial work
• Monthly VAD Working Group meetings
• VAD Local Support Teams at each site
• Site based stakeholder engagement and education by WG Chair and Senior
Clinical Lead (DCS)
• Appointment of Group‐wide VAD Coordinator including job description
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What worked well
• Worked closely with Senior Clinical Lead for one month prior to
commencement of legislation
• VAD Coordinator sees all inpatients and outpatients referred
• VAD Protocol developed
• Conversation Pathways
• Local Support Teams
• Orientation day for local support team members across the group
• Data Base
• Epworth VAD Brochure
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VAD Coordinator Role
• Liaising with the patient and their family
• Working with the VAD Coordinating Medical Officer for best patient
outcome
• Providing additional support for doctors on the day of patient’s death (e.g.
medication, follow‐up)
• Liaising with Statewide Pharmacy from The Alfred
• Ensuring local support member is available when patient medication is
delivered
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VAD Coordinator Role
• Liaison with local support team: future cases for planning
• Statewide care navigators ‐ referrals
• Participate in Community of Practice
• Local executive ‐ keep informed
• Delegating referrals to local support team
• Pastoral care ‐ refer to pastoral care for patient and staff
• Liaison with VAD Board
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VAD Protocol – elements
• Process overview

• Disposal of excess medication

• Responding to requests

• Notifications following death

• Assessment and reviews
• Permit

• Support (State‐wide Care
Navigators)

• Inpatients with a permit

• Conscientious Objection

• Storage and management of VAD
medication

• Staff assistance
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Outcome
Epworth staff and doctors understand where to source detailed information
about voluntary assisted dying and their legislative obligations.
Epworth staff and doctors understand how to manage requests for information
about voluntary assisted dying.
Epworth staff and doctors understand the process for Epworth patients who
wish to access voluntary assisted dying.
The values and beliefs of staff and doctors who are conscientious objectors to
voluntary assisted dying are respected and the autonomy, privacy and dignity
of the patient is protected.
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Conversation Pathways
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Conversation Pathways
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Local Support Teams
• Local, trusted resource for all information and support
• Reduces risk of incorrect information being shared by untrained staff in the
clinical areas
• Limits access to sensitive information
• Training PRIOR to first case vital
• All trained by the VAD Coordinator and Senior Clinical Lead – consistency of
information
• Multidisciplinary where possible
• Onsite team education prior to cases – builds capacity and reduces burnout
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Orientation Day for Local Support Teams
Workshop program
1400

Welcome and Introduction

Suzie Hooper

1405

The role of the Voluntary Assisted Dying Care Navigator
VAD and Conscientious Objection

Melanie Van Diemen

1445

Using Conversation Pathways

Eliza Armstrong

1500

Afternoon Tea

1515

Role of the medical practitioners and how a permit is issued Dr Luis Prado

1540

Voluntary Assisted Dying Medication and the role of the
Statewide Pharmacy

Prof Michael Dooley

1600

Resources and local Epworth arrangements

Suzie Hooper

1615

Close
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Data base
• Data base established prior to commencement of provision of VAD
• Managed by VAD coordinator
• Accessible by all local support team members
• All referrals and interactions by VAD team are recorded for entire patient
journey
• Expectation is that it is completed within 24 hours of each referral
• Confidentially paramount
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Epworth VAD Brochure
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Do differently
• Early engagement with Palliative Care Teams
• Size of the Local Support Team matches the need – reduce risk of burnout
• More shift workers in VAD support role
• Include psychologists in local support team
• Ensure Pastoral Care is integral to the team
• DHHS patient guide for VAD – long and complex ‐ patients and families find it
had to absorb all the information
• Limited information from Statewide Care Navigators – developed Epworth
referral
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Epworth Referral
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Epworth VAD patient information brochure
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Achievements
> Groupwide VAD coordinator role continues.
> All local support teams trained.
> Nursing led oral VAD medication administration.
> Epworth Groupwide VAD coordinator and local support team members active in
the community of practice.
> Assisting Western Australia with implementation of VAD from 1 July 2021.
> Strengthening the ties with Dying with Dignity.
> Implementing a pandemic plan with VAD support teams.
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VAD Board Recommendations
> Time frame from the first request to the final declaration needs to be reduced
from 9 days.
> Telehealth should be considered as an witness option for the final declaration.
Particularly relevant in this pandemic time and for remote and regional patients.
> Encourage local VAD support teams at all hospitals to assist and support patients
through their VAD journey.
> More bereavement information and specialised support for families whose loved
one has been through the VAD process.
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Thank you
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